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NEW QUESTION: 1
Your manufacturing customer is looking for a solution for their
creative and finance teams that optimizes flexibility (hot
deskingh Members of these teams already have either HP ZBook 17
G5 Mobile Workstation or HP EliteBook x360 830 G6 Notebook PC.
What should you recommend to this customer?
A. HP USB-C Mini Dock
B. HP Thunderbolt Dock 120W G2 with audio module
C. HP Thunderbolt Dock 230W G2 with combo cable
D. HP Ultraslim Docking Station
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
which department in a hotel is responsible for taking care of
routine physical management?
A. Front Desk.
B. Hospitality.
C. Housekeeping.
D. Cleaning.

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
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Answer: D
Explanation:
Workbooks support visualizing arbitrary graphs based on data
from logs to show the relationships between monitoring
entities.
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/platform/m
etrics-supported
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